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Abstract
To reduce the large computation and storage cost of a deep
convolutional neural network, the knowledge distillation based
methods have pioneered to transfer the generalization ability of
a large (teacher) deep network to a light-weight (student) net-
work. However, these methods mostly focus on transferring the
probability distribution of the softmax layer in a teacher net-
work and thus neglect the intermediate representations. In this
paper, we propose a knowledge transfer adversarial network to
better train a student network. Our technique holistically con-
siders both intermediate representations and probability dis-
tributions of a teacher network. To transfer the knowledge of
intermediate representations, we set high-level teacher feature
maps as a target, toward which the student feature maps are
trained. Specifically, we arrange a Teacher-to-Student layer for
enabling our framework suitable for various student structures.
The intermediate representation helps the student network bet-
ter understand the transferred generalization as compared to
the probability distribution only. Furthermore, we infuse an
adversarial learning process by employing a discriminator net-
work, which can fully exploit the spatial correlation of feature
maps in training a student network. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed method can significantly im-
prove the performance of a student network on both image
classification and object detection tasks.
Introduction
The AlexNet (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012) and
various other deep convolutional neural network (CNN) mod-
els have demonstrated the state-of-the-art performance in
computer vision tasks such as image classification (He et al.
2016a), object detection (Girshick 2015), and pose estimation
(Liu, Liu, and Ma 2017). However, the top-performance CNN
models generally employ very wide and deep architecture
consisting of a numerous number of synapses and neurons (Si-
monyan and Zisserman 2014). Training and deploying such
complex CNN models indeed incur large computation and
storage cost, which limits the implementation of a CNN on a
resource-limited device. To tackle the challenges, researchers
have attempted techniques to accelerate the computation of
CNN models. These techniques can be roughly divided into
three types: network quantization (Courbariaux et al. 2016;
Zhou et al. 2017), network pruning (Han, Mao, and Dally
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2015; Li et al. 2017), and knowledge distillation (KD) (Hin-
ton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015; Luo et al. 2016). Network
quantization methods attempt to convert a pre-trained full-
precision CNN model into a low-precision one (Zhou et
al. 2017; Cheng et al. 2017). Network pruning methods at-
tempt to remove the redundant and insignificant connections
(weights) (Han, Mao, and Dally 2015).
On the other hand, KD methods aim to train a light-weight
model with the knowledge transferred from a large model that
is trained. For example, Hinton et al. (Hinton, Vinyals, and
Dean 2015) collects the outputs of the softmax layer (prob-
ability distribution) of a teacher network and use them as
target objectives in training the student network. Despite its
simplicity, KD demonstrates promising results in several clas-
sification tasks (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015). However,
if we consider extracting the final probability distribution as
the knowledge to transfer, its application can be limited to
only the classification tasks with the softmax loss function.
To avoid such problem, recent studies (Romero et al. 2014;
Zagoruyko and Komodakis 2017) proposed to exploit in-
termediate representations as sharable knowledge. Specifi-
cally, they use the outputs in the convolutional layers of a
teacher network. As a high-dimensional feature distribution,
the knowledge in feature maps consists of the feature values
and their spatial correlations, which are requisite in various
deep CNN models. For transferring the shareable knowledge,
they directly align the values of intermediate representations
of the teacher and student network. Admittedly, it works for
the transferring of the probability distribution. However, for
the intermediate representation, such direct aligning cannot
effectively transfer the latent spatial correlation. Given the
importance of such information in computer vision tasks, the
direct aligning remains as a critical limitation. It also ignores
the distinction between the distribution spaces of the teacher
and the student networks since their topological differences
would make them generalize with the different distributions.
In this paper, we aim to address the aforementioned chal-
lenges. We propose a new framework that is based on a
knowledge transfer adversarial network (KTAN). The knowl-
edge transfer (KT) process, which is a general class of the
KD method, is divided into two parts: 1) knowledge extrac-
tion and 2) knowledge learning processes. In the first knowl-
edge extraction step, since the deeper convolutional layer
extracts more complicated and high dimensional features, we
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choose the feature maps of teacher’s last convolutional layer
as the shared knowledge which contains pixel-level as well
as spatial information. Most, if not all, of CNN architectures
contain the convolutional layers, which enable our frame-
work applicable to the networks that have no softmax layer
and thus cannot use the existing KD method. In the second
knowledge learning step, we adopt the concept of the Gener-
ative Adversarial Networks (GAN) and propose to employ
three networks in the knowledge transfer adversarial frame-
work: 1) a teacher generative network (TGN); 2) a student
generative network (SGN); and 3) a discriminator network
(DN). The TGN observes a large network model and gen-
erates the teacher feature map (TFM) as shared knowledge.
The SGN is a light-weight network model. The TGN and
SGN are firstly trained on the ground truth for initialization,
respectively. Considering different sizes and channels be-
tween TFM and SFM, we present a Teacher-to-Student layer
in TGN to match the size of the student feature map (SFM).
After well trained, we exploit the MSE loss in SGN to learn
the similar SFM with TFM. In the adversarial training stage,
the optimization target of DN tries to understand the spatial
information in the shared knowledge through distinguishing
whether an output came from TGN rather than SGN. Differ-
ently, SGN attempts to learn the spatial information through
maximizing the probability of being classified as SFM by the
discriminator. Besides, the entire student network, including
convolutional layers and fully connected layers, is also opti-
mized by the original task with ground truth. The illustration
of our framework is presented in Figure 1.
In the end, we propose a knowledge transfer adversarial
teacher-student framework for various student networks. In
addition, because of the utilization of the feature maps shared
knowledge, our framework is suitable for various computer
vision tasks, such as classification and detection. The evalua-
tions on image classification and object detection benchmarks
demonstrate that our method certainly improves the perfor-
mance of different student networks.
To summarize, the contributions of this work are as fol-
lows:
• We propose a knowledge transfer adversarial network to
endow the light-weight student network training with more
affluent intermediate representation knowledge from a
deeper teacher model;
• We extend the teacher-student framework with Teacher-to-
Student layer for arbitrary structures of student network
and deliver the spatial information in the shared knowledge
to a student network in an adversarial learning manner;
• Extensive experiments conducted on both image classifi-
cation and object detection tasks verify the merit of our
knowledge transfer adversarial network (KTAN)
Related Works
As mentioned above, the KT issue studied in this paper focus
on transferring the generalization ability of a large teacher
model to a small student model. If the teacher model performs
well, a student model trained to generalize in the same way
will typically achieve better results than a small model trained
in the normal way. Therefore, there are two targets in KT
issue, including how to extract the shared knowledge from a
large teacher model and how to transfer it to a simpler student
model.
Among the early works on KT, (Hinton, Vinyals, and
Dean 2015) concluded the softmax output extracted from a
large teacher model involves the information about the large
model’s way to distinguish the correct and wrong classes.
If a teacher model generalizes well because of complicated
structure, a small network trained to generalize in the same
way will typically achieve much better results. Nevertheless,
the softmax output can only provide the information about
the classification ability of a teacher model and relies on
the number of classes. Other computer vision tasks optimize
different objective function, for example, detection problem
adopts bounding boxes of instances as the target objective.
Therefore, the softmax output cannot be applied to other
computer vision tasks.
After that, researchers attempted to extract intermediate
representation from a teacher model for optimizing the knowl-
edge extraction process. (Romero et al. 2014) extended the
idea of KD and introduced FitNet to compress a network
from wide and relatively shallow to thin and deep. In order to
learn the generalization of a teacher network, FitNet adopted
a squared difference objective function to make the student
models mimic the middle layer output of the teacher network.
Although the middle layer output in CNN models offer the
knowledge to explain how a teacher network generalize, the
directly matching learning solution ignored the correlation
in it. Therefore, a student model can hardly learn the teacher
models way to generalize. Later, (Zagoruyko and Komodakis
2017) proposed an idea of Attention Transfer (AT). This
method encoded the spatial areas of a teacher network mostly
focusing by attention maps and transferred the attention maps
as shared knowledge to a student network. However, this
method also utilized a directly matching learning function
as the objective function to train a student model. Although
the attention maps may contain useful spatial information
generalized by the teacher network, the directly matching
learning process could not sufficiently transfer the spatial
generalization of a teacher network to a student network.
Knowledge Transfer Adversarial Network
For better performance, CNN models merge more filters and
convolutional layers to form a deeper and wider network
structure (He et al. 2016a). On the contrary, in some realistic
scene, the model is required to be pruned or quantized for sat-
isfying the demand of the resource-limited devices (Howard
et al. 2017). Considering the hardness of the trade-off be-
tween those two targets, we provide a method to transfer the
knowledge from a large teacher network to a small student
network. This section is divided into four parts to introduce
our teacher-student knowledge transfer framework. Sec 3.1
introduces the process of extracting the shared knowledge
from a large teacher model. Sec 3.2 presents a normal method
for transferring the shared knowledge from a teacher network
to student network. Considering the different structure be-
tween two models, we design a teacher-to-student regressor
layer for matching the size of TFM and SFM in Sec 3.3.
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Figure 1: The architecture of the Knowledge Transfer Adversarial Network on classification task. The green lines represent
Feedfoward (FW) and Backpropagation (BP) of the teacher network, the blue lines represent FW and BP of the student network,
and the orange lines represent FW and BP of the discriminator network. (Best seen in color)
In order to make up the deficiency of the directly matching
learning method, we propose an adversarial knowledge learn-
ing framework for understanding the spatial information in
shared knowledge in Sec 3.4.
Knowledge Extraction
Computer vision is the academic field which aims to gain a
high-level understanding of the low-level information given
by raw pixels from digital images. Deep CNN based ap-
proaches have been exposed great achievement on computer
vision tasks, such as classification (Geifman and El-Yaniv
2017), localization (Wei et al. 2017), detection (Newell,
Huang, and Deng 2017) and segmentation (Hu, Huang, and
Schwing 2017).
In a CNN model, it trains multiple convolutional layers to
extract different feature from simple to complex. Different
from fully connected (FC) layers, each convolutional layer
aims to train multiple linear image filters for capturing a more
complicated visual feature from output of last layer. The filter
F ∈ Rkw×kh×c is convolved with the multiple channel of
input images or feature maps I ∈ Rw×h×c from last layer to
produce a new image I ′.
I ′(x, y) =
b kw2 c∑
ix=1−d kw2 e
b kh2 c∑
ix=1−d kh2 e
c∑
ic=1
I(x+ ix, y + iy, ic)
· F (ix, iy, ic)
(1)
where kw and kh represent the kernel width and height
of F , w and h represent the size of input images or feature
maps, c represents the number of channel of input images.
As proved by (Zeiler and Fergus 2014), a trained shallow
convolutional layer shows responds on low-level features,
like edge, angle, and curve. Then, the next convolutional
layer generates responds to a more complicated feature, like
circle and rectangle. Therefore, as we ascend the layers, the
convolutional layer extracts a more complicated and high
dimensional feature. On the other hand, a deep convolutional
feature also represents the generalization ability of the net-
work better than the shallow one. In this case, we choose the
feature maps (FM) of the last convolutional layer of teacher
network as the shared knowledge, which consists of pixel
level value information and spatial information.
Knowledge Directly Learning
After we obtain the shared knowledge from the teacher net-
work, an effective transfer function is required to guide a
student network to learn the generalization of the teacher
network. An obvious way to transfer the shared knowledge
is encouraging a student network to simulate the output of a
teacher network. In this method, a Mean Square Error (MSE)
is adopted as extra objective function for training the stu-
dent network. Considering the FM of the student network
as ms ∈ Rw×h×c and the FM of the teacher network as
mt ∈ Rw′×h′×c′ , an extra loss function can be calculated by:
LMSE =
1
r2cwh
c∑
n=1
rw∑
x=1
rh∑
y=1
(mt(x, y, n)−ms(x, y, n))2
(2)
Where r is the scale ratio, w and h are the width and height
of ms.
As shown in Equation 2, the MSE objective function aims
to train a student network by aligning the pixel value of
SFM and TFM. However, because the shared knowledge
consists of pixel values and correlation spatial information
between pixels and channels, this method ignores the spatial
information in the shared knowledge.
Algorithm 1 Training process of the Teacher-to-Student
layer.
Input: The Teacher network model T , divided to convolu-
tional parts G and fully connected parts C;
Output: The weight of Teacher-to-Student layer, wr;
1: Load pretrained G, C, and initial the Teacher-to-Student
layer wr randomly;
2: for number of k step training iterations do
3: Input N training samples {I1, ..., IN} with label
{y1, ..., yN} to the teacher network.
4: Update the wr by cross-entropy loss H =
(y, C(R(G(i))))
5: end for
Knowledge Regressor
As mentioned above, large neural networks become wider
and deeper for achieving better performance (He et al. 2016a).
While small neural networks cut redundant synapses and lay-
ers for deploying in resource-limited devices (Howard et al.
2017). Hence, SFM and TFM usually have different size,
which blocks the knowledge learning process. Therefore,
we add a teacher-to-student regressor to the end of the last
convolutional layer in the teacher network, whose output
matches the size of the SFM. Considering keeping the spa-
tial information in the shared knowledge and less memory
consumption, we define a convolutional regressor layer for
resizing the high dimensional feature maps. LetMt,w×Mt,h
and Ct be the TFM’s spatial size and number of channels.
Correspondingly, let Ml,w ×Ml,h and Cl be the SFM’s spa-
tial size and number of channels. Given a shared knowledge
of size (Ct,Mt,w ×Mt,h), the teacher-to-student regressor
sets the output channel as Cl of learning layer and adopts its
kernel size by (Mt,i + 2× P −Ki)/Si + 1 = Ml,i, where
i ∈ {h,w}. In the training stage, given the teacher network
T , the detailed training process of Teacher-to-Student layer
is shown in Algorithm 1. Therefore, we obtain a regressed
shared knowledge with the same size of student network.
Knowledge Adversarial Learning
For the general GAN model, two parallel networks, gener-
ative network (GN) and discriminator network (DN), are
trained alternatively to improve each other (Goodfellow et
al. 2014). GN learns to generate the real data distribution,
and DN distinguishes whether a sample came from the
groundtruth rather than GN. Next, the tightly intertwined
adversarial training process can significantly improve the
performance of GN and DN. For the KT problem, we pro-
pose a KTAN framework which aims to transfer a shared
knowledge from a teacher network into a small network by
the adversarial learning process, as shown in Figure 1.
Different from the original GAN, our KTAN contains three
networks, a teacher generative network (TGN), a student
generative network (SGN), and a discriminator network (DN).
TGN adopts a large network model and takes an image I as
the input to generate a TFM as shared knowledge. SGN
adopts a simpler network model and takes the same input
image I as the input to generate a SFM. Considering the
TFM’s class discrimination property, DN employs a shallow
VGG-like network which contains only one convolutional
layer. Because of the CNN structure, DN can understand
the spatial information in TFM and map it into a probability
distribution space q. Therefore, if we map SFM into the
same probability distribution space q by DN, the student
network can be trained through the cross-entropy loss of DN
for generating a similar SFM with TFM.
In the adversarial training process, to obtain the teacher
network’s TFM distribution mt over image data i, we rep-
resent a mapping to data space as T (i;wt), the green actual
lines in Figure 1, where T is the convolutional network parts
of the teacher network with wight wt. Then, a Teacher-to-
Student layer is defined by R with weights wr for regressing
the output of teacher network and represents a mapping to
feature map space as R(mt;wr), green actual lines in Figure
1. To transfer the spatial information in TFM, we feed ms
and R(mt) to discriminator model D, the actual orange lines
in Figure 1, to train D to maximize the probability of iden-
tifying the correct label to both feature maps from Teacher-
to-Student layer and the student network S. The student
network is simultaneously trained to minimize the distinction
between D(ms) and D(R(mt)) through log(1−D(S(i))),
original objective function and MSE difference between ms
and R(mt). In the training stage of the whole framework, we
firstly pretrain the layer R with image data i for obtaining the
wr, as presented in Algorithm 1. Then, considering the fea-
ture maps extracted from the teacher network are high-level
abstract information and easily to classification, which leads
a low probability ofD making a mistake, we devise k steps of
optimizing S with the original task’s loss function and MSE
object function before adversarial optimizing. After that, we
simultaneously train the S and D playing the following two-
player minimax game and a detailed example training process
on classification task is presented in Algorithm 2.
Experiment
In this section, we conduct two computer vision tasks to
verify our knowledge transfer adversarial network model. As
the most popular and traditional issue in computer vision,
image classification problem is selected as our first task to
show the performance of our method on knowledge transfer.
Besides, considering benefits of our model, we extend extra
experiments on object detection problems to demonstrate the
generalization ability of our model.
Image classification
For classification problems, we evaluate our model on two
standard datasets, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. The CIFAR
is a popular image classification benchmark. It contains 50k
training images and 10K testing images with 10 and 100
Algorithm 2 Training process of KTAN on classification
task.
Input: The Student network model, divided to generator S
part and classifier C part; The trained Teacher-to-Student
layer R and Teacher network T ;
Output: The improved student model, S and C;
Load pretrained S, C, T and initial the discriminator net-
work D randomly; Pretrain the Teacher-to-Student layer
R;
for number of k step pretraining iterations do
Input n training samples I1, ..., In with label y1, ..., yn
to Student networks.
Update the S by cross-entropy loss LCE and the Mean
square error loss between ms and R(mt)
LCE(y, C(ms)) + βLMSE(R(mt),ms)
end for
for number of adversarial training iterations do
Input same N training samples I1, ..., IN to G and T .
Sample N student feature maps ms from S.
Sample N teacher feature maps R(mt) from R.
Update network D by LD, i.e., the probability that
ms is considered as a teacher network’s generalization:
LD =
N∑
n−1
−logD(ms)
Update network S by:
H(y, C(ms))+αLD(yR(mt),ms)+βLMSE(R(mt)),ms)
Update network C by:
H(y, C(ms))
end for
classes, where instances are 32 x 32 color images involving
airplanes, cats, human and so on. In the experiments, we
utilize the random horizontal flips and random crops data
argumentation. For general training, SGD method with a
mini-batch size of 32 is selected to optimize the training
process beginning with learning rate 0.2. For the adversarial
training parts, we set the learning rate starting from 10−2 and
the weight decay to 10−4.
Table 1: Knowledge transfer results on CIFAR
Method CIFAR10(%) CIFAR100(%)
Student 93.69 73.10
KD [Hinton et al.] 94.70 76.05
FitNet [Romero et al.] 94.44 75.26
AT [Zagoruyko et al.] 94.53 74.56
DLN 94.47 75.30
KTAN 94.73 75.67
KD+KTAN 94.91 76.34
Teacher 95.12 78.03
On the CIFAR datasets, we choose a very deep residual
network Resnet-1001 (He et al. 2016b) as the teacher net-
work and a shallow version of Inception network (Ioffe and
Szegedy 2015) as the student network. Further, we compare
our model with several state-of-the-art knowledge transfer
methods, including KD (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015),
FitNet (Romero et al. 2014) and AT (Zagoruyko and Ko-
modakis 2017).
(1) Teacher. A large CNN model (Resnet-1001) trained by
the true label objective, which contains 1001 layers.
(2) Student. A small CNN model (Inception) trained by the
true label objective.
(3) KD (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015). This method uti-
lizes the softmax output of a teacher network as shared
knowledge. We raise the softmax temperature for teacher
network to 4, and set the weight given to the teacher
cross-entropy to 0.9, following (Hinton, Vinyals, and
Dean 2015).
(4) FitNet (Romero et al. 2014). This method utilizes an
intermediate representation as shared knowledge and
applying a direct knowledge learning process. Consid-
ering we train a simpler student network instead of a
thin and deep one, which needs more regularization from
the teacher network, we transfer the last convolutional
layer’s output to a student network. The weight given to
the transfer loss is four, following (Romero et al. 2014).
(5) AT (Zagoruyko and Komodakis 2017). Only utilizing
the attention maps as shared knowledge and applying
a direct knowledge learning process. Considering the
different structure of Teacher and Student, we can only
align the attention maps of the last convolutional layer
in two networks. The weight given to the transfer loss
is 0.05, following the explanation in (Zagoruyko and
Komodakis 2017).
(6) Directly learning network (DLN). Our KTAN network
without the adversarial learning process.
(7) KTAN. Utilizing the FM of a deep convolutional layer
and applying an adversarial knowledge learning process.
We set the α to 0.6 and β to 0.5.
(8) KTAN + KD. We combine our KTAN and KD to transfer
both the FM and softmax output to student. The adver-
sarial learning process is only applied on FM shared
knowledge.
As shown in Table 1, our KTAN model indeed improves
the performance of the original student network, which in-
dicates the effectiveness of the intermediate representation
based adversarial learning process. Comparing with other
methods, our KTAN model is also competitive. In the CIFAR-
10 dataset, KTAN archives the best performance among the
methods. DLN method performs a little better than FitNet.
The reason is the regressor layer used in FitNet will hold
some parts of the shared knowledge. For AT method, because
of different structures between the teacher and student net-
works, it is hard to map attention maps of all convolutional
layers from a teacher to a student network. In certain circum-
stances, only the last convolutional layers attention map is
suitable for transferring to a student network, which contains
few spatial information than a high-level generalization of
a deep convolutional layer. After that, our KTAN method
shows better performance than DLN, which indicates the
adversarial training process in the KTAN model indeed help
a student network understand the spatial information better.
In the CIFAR-100 dataset, since more classes provide more
information about a large model’s way to classify on the
probability distribution, the softened softmax output achieves
better results than the one on CIFAR-10. Combining with
it, our KTAN model also achieves the best performance on
CIFAR-100.
Table 2: mAP result on Pascal VOC 2007 dataset
Method Architecture mAP
Student Faster-RCNN (Res50) 70.43
KD Faster-RCNN (Res50) 70.92
FitNet Faster-RCNN (Res50) 71.41
DLN Faster-RCNN (Res50) 71.54
KTAN Faster-RCNN (Res50) 72.78
KTAN+KD Faster-RCNN (Res50) 72.91
Teacher Faster-RCNN (Res152) 75.47
Object detection
Although, several works have successfully improved the abil-
ity of small networks on image classification problems, few
of them attempt to explore the performance of their methods
on other computer vision tasks, like object detection.
In this section, we set experiments to compare different
methods, including KD (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015),
FitNet (Romero et al. 2014), DLN and our KTAN on object
detection task. We evaluate them on PASCAL VOC 2007
dataset (Everingham et al. 2010). On this dataset, we select
the Faster-RCNN network as the object detection architecture,
then load ResNet152 (He et al. 2016a) as teacher model and
ResNet-50 (He et al. 2016a) as student model respectively.
Following settings in (Girshick 2015), we train models on
VOC 2007 trainval, and evaluate them on the test set with the
mean Average Precision (mAP).
As shown in Table 2, our KTAN model achieves the best
performance on PASCAL VOC 2017 dataset. Different from
the classification task, object detection problems contain two
optimizing targets, including predicting bounding boxes and
classification results for all instances. In the Faster-RCNN
method, it applies a region proposal network (RPN) to gener-
ate candidate bounding boxes from the output feature map of
the last convolutional layer. Then, it maps candidate bounding
boxes into feature map and classifies each bounding boxes.
Therefore, a softmax output of a large model only contains
the probability distribution of candidate bounding boxes. Dif-
ferently, our KTAN model extracts the last convolutional
layers feature maps of a large teacher model as shared knowl-
edge, which contains the understanding of the large model
overall input image. Besides, through the adversarial train-
ing process, our KTAN method can transfer more spatial
information from a large model to a small one than DLN
method.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: The detection results of a) original student network,
b) the KTAN network, and c) teacher network. The yellow
bounding boxes in the middle column represent the increased
correct detection results after the knowledge transfer and
the red bounding box in left column represents the wrong
detection in the original student network. (Best seen in color)
Besides, we also provide some detection results of KTAN
on PASCAL VOC 2007 test set. As shown in Figure 2, the
first line represents the detection results of original student
network, the last line represents teacher networks’ results, and
the middle line shows the prediction of our KTAN network.
The yellow bounding boxes in the middle line represent the in-
creased correct detection results after the knowledge transfer.
Through our KTAN method, a simple Faster-RCNN model
can generate better feature maps with the shared knowledge
of a large Faster-RCNN model than the original one. There-
fore, it can detect more correct bounding boxes than the orig-
inal model. With a better feature map, the improved model
can also remove the wrong detection bounding boxes, as
shown in the fourth column. Besides, our KTAN model only
learns an intermediate representation from a teacher network.
Therefore, it can get rid of some wrong predictions from the
teacher network.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a deep feature maps knowledge
based adversarial knowledge transfer framework for vari-
ous computer vision tasks, which is implemented in two
sequential processes. For the knowledge extraction opera-
tion, we propose to transfer the intermediate representation
of teacher to student network. Furthermore, a Teacher-to-
Student layer is designed to adapt to different student neural
network structures. Different from previous directly match-
ing knowledge learning solution, considering that the most
valuable information carried by the shared knowledge is the
spatial structure and correlation between feature maps, we
devise an adversarial training framework to teach the student
network to understand the spatial information hidden in the
shared knowledge. The results are quite encouraging, which
further proves that our method indeed helps the student net-
work learn from the generalization of teacher network and
show better performance.
We believe the split understanding about the traditional
KD would help to understand the contributions of previous
works and also helpful for further research. In the future work,
we aim to explore more powerful adversarial framework and
pursue more applications of our KTAN methods, specifically
on computer vision tasks, like video caption, video semantic
understanding and so on.
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